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Abstract
Optimal cell therapies require efficient, selective and rapid delivery of molecular cargo into target
cells without compromising their viability. Achieving these goals ex vivo in bulk heterogeneous
multi-cell systems such as human grafts is impeded by low selectivity and speed of cargo delivery
and by significant damage to target and non-target cells. We have developed a cell level approach
for selective and guided trans-membrane injection of extracellular cargo into specific target cells
using transient plasmonic nanobubbles (PNB) as cell-specific nano-injectors. As a technical
platform for this method we developed a laser flow cell processing system. The PNB injection
method and flow system were tested in heterogeneous cell suspensions of target and non-target
cells for delivery of Dextran-FITC dye into squamous cell carcinoma HN31 cells and transfection
of human T-cells with a green fluorescent protein-encoding plasmid. In both models the method
demonstrated single cell type selectivity, high efficacy of delivery (96% both for HN31 cells T-
cells), speed of delivery (nanoseconds) and viability of treated target cells (96% for HN31 cells
and 75% for T-cells). The PNB injection method may therefore be beneficial for real time
processing of human grafts without removal of physiologically important cells.
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1. Introduction
Selective and efficient intracellular delivery of molecular cargo such as drugs, diagnostic
and genetic agents into specific target cells determines the success of cell-based
therapeutics. However, this function is impeded by cell defense systems and by limited
efficacy, speed, selectivity and safety of various delivery technologies, especially in
heterogeneous tissues where target cells are mixed with non-target cells and tissues. There
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are two major approaches to intracellular delivery: specific targeting of the vehicles that
carry the linked or encapsulated cargo, and modification of the permeability of cellular
membranes during their exposure to extracellular cargo.

The greatest selectivity and efficacy of delivery has been achieved using nanoparticles (NP)
as carriers and as mediators of the cargo release [1–5]. However, in heterogeneous cell
systems the selectivity of NP targeting is limited by the unavoidable coupling of NPs to non-
target cells and dependence upon a release mechanism whose selectivity and activation are
also limited. NP based delivery (like any delivery platform) requires linking or
encapsulating the cargo, which may fail to isolate it from the environment, potentially
leading to bystander-cell toxicity. The encapsulation of toxic cargo may reduce non-specific
toxicity [6], but at the same time limits cargo release at the destination to rates determined
by slow diffusion and does not address the problem of selective intracellular release of
cargo. Several methods have been developed for on-demand release of encapsulated cargo
with laser radiation [2, 3, 6–8] but all require the use of complex liposome-like NPs with
cargo and gold NPs, which are difficult to synthesize, must be engineered for each
application, and can be unstable in vivo. Moreover, their unavoidable non-specific uptake by
normal cells reduces the selectivity of the delivery.

Extracellular molecular cargo can also be delivered following non-specific permeabilization
of cell membranes with mechanical, electrical or thermal impacts [9–12] but these methods
cannot discriminate between target and by-stander cells in a heterogeneous population.
Furthermore, these methods do not actively deliver the cargo into cells, they just allow
passive delivery due to the gradient of the cargo concentration outside and inside the cell.
Hence, delivery is slow and the amount of cargo delivered cannot be precisely controlled
other than by varying its extracellular concentration.

Active delivery may be produced using direct micro-injection [13], ballistic delivery [14]
and laser nano-surgery of target cells [15, 16]. Micro-injection and laser nano-surgery
methods provide single cell selectivity but require precise manipulation of individual cells
and cannot treat large numbers of cells in a heterogeneous system. Ballistic particle delivery
is limited by shallow penetration of the cargo into the tissue, and by physical damage to
samples. Thus, intracellular delivery into those cells has not been feasible unless individual
target cells are first isolated, and this lack of a fast, selective and efficient means of effecting
intracellular delivery of extracellular molecular cargo remains a principal challenge to gene
and cell therapies.

We have overcome the above limitations by developing a new class of nano-agents which
are not NPs but transient vapor nanobubbles, named plasmonic nanobubbles (PNBs) [17,
18] and generated with short laser pulses around cell-specific clusters of gold NPs that
convert optical to thermal energy through the mechanism of plasmon resonance. Heat is
locally released by NPs and evaporates their liquid nanoenvironment thus generating a PNB.
Such vapor nanobubbles use thermal energy generated by gold NPs through the mechanism
of plasmon resonance [19] and this thermal energy determines maximal diameter and
lifetime of PNB and is controlled through the fluence of the laser pulse [17, 18]. Fast
adiabatic expansion of the PNB provides efficient thermal insulation of its environment
from internal heat [18, 20]. The mechanism we describe also explains the origin of the term
“plasmonic nanobubbles”: such vapor bubbles get their energy through plasmon resonance
of gold NPs and act at the nanoscale as mechanical, optical and acoustic nano-agents. In
particular, we discovered that the threshold energy of the laser pulse required to generate
PNB rapidly decreases with the size of the NP cluster. This allows for the selective
generation of PNBs at minimal and biologically safe optical energies around the largest
clusters of NPs (selectively formed in target cells through the receptor-mediated endocytosis
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[21, 22]), while preventing the generation of PNBs around smaller clusters and single NPs in
non-target cells exposed to the same optical energy [17, 18, 23, 24]. This mechanism
provides the principal advantage of PNBs compared to conventional NP-based methods:
superior cellular selectivity of PNBs. Cellular applications of PNBs showed their two-fold
function: localized mechanical, non-thermal, tunable and selective nature for destruction of
target cells and optical scattering and acoustic emission for highly sensitive imaging of
target cells and guidance of their destruction [21, 25]. Using the localized mechanical effects
of PNBs, we demonstrated fast and efficient release of molecular cargo from individual
liposomes [23] and cell-specific and non-invasive intracellular delivery of genetic cargo [24]
in a single laser pulse procedures.

We hypothesized that target cell-specific intracellular delivery of the molecular cargo in
heterogeneous cell system can be realized through a safe and fast simultaneous treatment of
all cells, both targeted and non-target, with gold NP conjugates and a single short laser
pulse. The selective formation in target cells of the clusters of gold NPs (Fig. 1a,b) will
allow the generation of PNB (Fig. 1c) that will create a transient and reversible small
nanohole in a cellular membrane (Fig. 1d) and an inbound jet [26, 27] (Fig. 1e). This nano-
jet will inject the extracellular media with its molecular cargo into the cytoplasm. This is a
form of active delivery that employs localized and fast fluidic-flow instead of slow
diffusion. The small and controllable size of PNBs will allow injection without destroying
the cells. We developed our approach by elucidating the mechanism of molecular injection
to specific cells (using a fluorescent dye as a cargo), prototyping the high-throughput flow
system for cell processing and by applying the developed methods and system to
transfection of human T-cells with a DNA plasmid.

2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Cells models and their targeting

2.1.1 Suspension model: human peripheral blood mononuclear cells—PBMC
(peripheral blood mononuclear cells) were isolated from buffy coats (obtained from the Gulf
Coast Blood Center, Houston TX), by ficoll gradient. CD3-positive T cells were enriched
from PBMC using a Pan T cell Isolation Kit II (Miltenyi Biotec, Inc., Auburn, CA), and
CD3-negative cells were enriched by depletion of CD3-positive cells from PBMC using
CD3 microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec, Inc., Auburn, CA) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. CD3-positive (target) and CD3-negative (non-target) cells were incubated at
5*106 cells/ml with 60 nm gold spheres conjugated by BioAssayWorks LLC (Ijamsville,
MD) with target-specific antibody OKT3 for 30 min at 37°C, 5% CO2, washed three times
with media, and resuspended in phenol red-free RPMI with 10% FBS. This provided the
formation of NP clusters. Only target cells accumulate sufficient amount of gold NPs to
assemble the largest clusters (for example, through the mechanism of receptor-mediated
endocytosis) that will generate PNBs under the minimal optical energy supplied by the
pump laser pulse. At the same time, unavoidable non-specific coupling of NPs to normal
cells will result in much lower NP loads that will be insufficient to generate PNB. FITC-
Dextran dye (2 mg/ml, mol wt 10 kDa) or a Green Fluorescent Protein-encoding plasmid
(pIRII-I-eGFP, 50 µg/ml) were added to samples just prior to laser scan or flow treatment.
After completion of the PNB treatment, cells were washed three times with media, and
incubated in RPMI with 10% FBS and 5 ng/ml IL-15 at 37°C, 5% CO2 and analyzed at the
indicated time points. The living cells were assayed with a laser confocal microscopy
(LSM-710, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Germany) in the bright field, optical scattering
(for NP uptake analysis and imaging of NP clusters) and two fluorescent (FITC-Dextran or
GFP) modes.
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2.1.2 Adherent model—We used HN31 squamous carcinoma cells (target cells
associated with head and neck cancers) expressing epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
and immortalized normal human oral keratinocyte NOM9 cells (in the capacity of non-target
cells). The NOM9 cells were cultured in KGM Complete Medium (Lonza Houston Inc.,
Houston, TX) at 37°C, 5% CO2. Co-culture of HN31 and NOM9 cells was prepared by
mixing cells in 1:1 ratio and seeded at a concentration of 700,000 cells/ml in a μ-Slide VI
(Ibidi LLC, Martinsried, Germany). Prior to mixing target and non-target cells we labeled
target (HN31) cells with CellTrace Calcein Red-Orange AM (C34851, Invitrogen
Corporation, Carlsbad, CA; 1 h incubation with 5 µM of dye) in order to identify individual
target cells in heterogeneous sample and for monitoring the viability and integrity of
individual cells after treatment with PNBs (see below). The Cell were incubated with 60 nm
gold spheres conjugated with the target-specific antibody Panitumumab (BioAssayWorks
LLC, Ijamsville, MD) for 24 hours at 37°C, 5% CO2, and washed three times with media.
Fluorescence dye (FITC-Dextran, 2 mg/ml, mol wt 10 kDa or 2 MDa) was added to samples
just prior to PNB treatment and was washed three times with media after completion of the
treatment. Living individual cells were assayed with a laser confocal microscopy (LSM-710,
Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Germany) in bright field, optical scattering (for analysis of
NP uptake and imaging of intracellular NP clusters) and two fluorescent (for imaging of
Calcein Red-Orange and FITC-Dextran) modes. For cell processing with the flow system,
the cells were tripsinized after incubation with NPs.

2.2. Generation and detection of plasmonic nanobubbles
2.2.1 Generation and detection of PNBs—PNBs were generated by transient heating
of gold NPs with single laser pulses to temperatures well above the evaporation threshold
for the liquid environment of NPs. We employed a pulse of length 70 ps, 532 nm (PL-2250,
Ekspla, Vilnius, Lithuania) for heating spherical gold NPs with an optical absorbance
spectrum maximum very close to the laser wavelength. In addition, a short duration of laser
pulse maximized the efficacy of NP heating to prevent three negative processes: thermal loss
through thermal diffusion [28], NP photodamage [29] and attenuation of incident optical
pulse by the developing vapor bubble [30]. We used previously developed methods and
experimental set-up [21] to generate, image, detect and quantify PNBs in individual cells
through their optical scattering images and time-responses detected in parallel with two
probe lasers. The shape of the time-response signal was specific and different for a heating-
cooling effect without generation of PNB and for generation of PNB, while the duration of
the PNB-specific response characterized the PNB lifetime. The maximal diameter of the
PNB is proportional to the PNB lifetime [17, 18, 26, 31]. In addition, the excellent optical
scattering properties of the PNB [18] were used for its imaging in cells with the second,
pulsed probe beam (576 nm, 70 ps, 0.1 mJ/cm2). This beam was directed at the sample
under high angle of incidence and with 10 ns delay relative to the excitation laser pulse.
Thus only the light scattered by transient PNB was collected by the microscope objective
(20×) and detected by the imaging device described above. The diameter of the pump
(excitation) laser beam was 15 µm for PNB generation in individual CD3-positive/negative
cells and 260 µm for PNB generation in monolayers of HN31/NOM9 cells in scanning mode
with a covering area of several hundred cells. The fluence (30–60 mJ/cm2) of each laser
pulse was measured by registering its image and measuring the beam diameter at the sample
plane with the imaging device (Luka, Andor Technology, Northern Ireland) and by
measuring the pulse energy using a pulse energy meter (Ophir Optronics, Ltd., Israel). This
scheme provided direct and precise measurements of the incident optical fluence at the cell
plane for each excitation pulse. Operation of all hardware was controlled by PC through
custom software modules developed using the LabView platform.
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2.2.2 Flow system for treatment of cells by PNBs—We developed a flow system
that included a programmable syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems, Wantagh,
NY) and an optically transparent micro-flow cuvette (μ-Slide VI by Ibidi LLC, Martinsried,
Germany) having a cross-section 1.0 × 0.4 mm and a length of 17 mm. The programmable
syringe pump provided cell flow through the cuvette at a specific speed (190 µl/min) that
was matched to the repetition rate (40 Hz) and the diameter (1 mm) of the pulsed excitation
laser beam. The laser pulse fluence was varied in the range of 30 to 60 mJ/cm2 to provide
PNB generation in target cells. Non-target cells were treated using the same laser pulse
fluences. The broad excitation laser beam simultaneously irradiated about 1.2*103 cells per
pulse at a cell concentration of 3*106 cell/ml.

2.3. Cell analysis
2.3.1 Fluorescence imaging—For calibration of fluorescence signals as a function of
FITC-Dextran dye concentration, the thin (7.6 µm) layers of dye solution were prepared
between two cover glasses. The dye concentration varied from 0.001 to 0.4 mg/ml. The
pixel image amplitude of fluorescence signals was obtained with a laser confocal
microscopy (LSM-710, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Germany), and the calibration
curves (for 10 kDa and 2 MDa Dextrans) were used to estimate the intracellular
concentration of the injected dye.

We imaged individual living cells with bright field and fluorescent (FITC-Dextran dye or
GFP) laser confocal microscopy. The pixel image amplitude of the fluorescence-specific
signal was measured for individual cells (30–50) at 0, 48, 72 and 96 hours after PNB
generation. The cells were considered as fluorescence-positive when the amplitude of
fluorescence signals exceeded that in control samples: cells treated with dye/DNA plasmid
and laser pulses alone. We measured the cell-averaged and maximal fluorescence pixel
image amplitudes for each cell. The mean values of the pixel image amplitudes of each
population were reduced by the level of the background signal.

2.3.2 Cell viability and concentration—The cell concentration and viability was tested
for each sample before and after treatment of cell suspensions in the flow system. Two
standard indicators were used for monitoring the viability of individual cells: Cell Trace
Calcein Red AM and Trypan Blue. The first dye is well retained by live cells that possess
intact plasma membranes, and consequently it is a useful fluorescent tracer and indicator of
cell viability and integrity [32]. An advantage of the Calcein-based method compared to
other fluorescent assays (such as MTT/MTS method) is its ability to monitor individual cells
in real time, thus increasing the accuracy of viability measurements in heterogeneous cell
systems (that were employed in this work). In addition, the Calcein-based method allowed
us to monitor the integrity of the cell, i.e. the potential leakage of the cellular content during
and after PNB treatment [33]. Fluorescence from Calcein Red AM was imaged and
measured with a confocal laser microscope (LSM-710, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH,
Germany). The mean pixel image amplitude of the fluorescent image was measured for
individual cells and then averaged for the sub-population studied (50 cells in total). Cells
were considered as Calcein Red AM-positive when their image pixel amplitude exceeded
that of intact cells. The averaged values of the pixel image amplitudes of each sub-
population of cells were obtained prior and 2 hours after the PNB generation. The relative
viability of target cells after PNB treatment was calculated as the concentration of Calcein
Red AM-positive target cells before (C0) and after (C1) treatment: RV=C/C1*100%.

As an additional viability test, we used Trypan Blue staining for each cell sample before (0
h) and after (48, 72 and 96 h) PNB treatment. To evaluate the flow system, we used one
complex parameter that combined the changes in cell concentration and viability, defined as
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the relative residual viability (RRV) index and calculated from the level of cell viability and
concentration: RRV=C2/C0*V, where C2 is cell concentration after treatment, C0 is the
initial cell concentration before treatment, and V is the viability of the cells measured after
PNB treatment. For analysis of residual viability of target cells in heterogeneous samples of
target and non-target cells, the target cells were labeled with Calcein Red Am and the cell
concentration and viability were analyzed just for the Calcein Red AM–positive sub-
population.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Nano-delivery of the molecular cargo into suspension and adherent cells

To examine the ability of PNBs to introduce extracellular material into cells, we tested two
models of likely targets of PNB injection-based treatments. The suspension model used
CD3-positive human T-cells as the target cells and CD3-negative peripheral blood
mononuclear cells as the non-target cells. The adherent model used the squamous cell
carcinoma line HN31 as the target cells and the epithelial line NOM9 as non-target cells. In
order to form gold NP clusters in target cells for selective generation of PNBs, both cell
systems were incubated with 60 nm gold NPs (spheres) conjugated in each case with target-
specific antibody (OKT 3 for CD3-positive cells and Panitumumab for HN31 cells). Prior to
mixing the target and non-target cells, we labeled the target cells with Calcein red vital dye
in order to identify individual target cells and for monitoring the viability and integrity of
individual cell in response to PNBs. Formation of gold NP clusters was directly monitored
by confocal microscopy in scattering mode. After incubation of the cells with gold NP
conjugates, the large NP clusters were observed in 99% of target cells (Fig. 2a,e). Next, each
cell sample was scanned with broad pulsed laser beam that provided a single pulse
simultaneous irradiation of several hundred cells with a 70 ps pulse at the wavelength close
to the maximal optical absorbance of gold NPs (532 nm). Generation of PNBs was
monitored in real time for individual cells by time-resolved optical scattering imaging (Fig.
2b,f) and by optical-scattering time-response (Fig. 2d,h) whose shape allowed identification
of the PNB in specific cells and whose duration allowed us to measure the PNB lifetime that
characterized its maximal diameter [18, 26]. We observed PNBs mainly in target cells (Fig.
2b,d and Fig. 3a,d) while either no, or small PNBs were detected in non-target cells (Fig.
2f,h). PNB generation correlated well with the formation of the largest NP clusters. The
selectivity of PNB generation exceeded the selectivity of the NP cluster formation due to the
threshold requirement for PNB generation and the effect of reduced PNB threshold for large
NP clusters (reported by us in detail previously [20, 34]). For the purpose of the current
study, we limited the PNB lifetime to a small, non-invasive level with a lifetime in the range
from 20 ns to 100 ns in target cells (Fig. 3a,d), since this is below the lethal duration of 110–
170 ns [21, 35]. The small PNBs required relatively low level of laser pulse fluence (Fig.
3a,d) that was within the in vivo safety limits for the laser [36]. Hence, PNBs can be
selectively generated in target cells and their maximal size (lifetime) can be tuned with the
fluence of laser pulse.

After verifying the selectivity of NP-PNB targeting, both cell systems were exposed to
single laser pulses of variable fluence in the presence of an extracellular molecular cargo,
fluorescent dye (FITC) coupled to Dextran of variable molecular weight from 10 kDa to 2
MDa representing a wide range of potential cargo sizes. After generating PNBs with a single
laser pulse, the dye was immediately washed from the cells and the dye-specific
fluorescence was imaged and measured in individual cells by confocal microscopy. In both
suspension and adherent cells, the dye was detected mainly in target cells immediately after
the PNB treatment (Fig. 2c,g and Fig. 3b,e). Within 10 min of PNB generation we observed
highly localized fluorescent spots (Fig. 2c, insert) suggesting that the initial delivery was
localized to such spots. Later scans showed more homogenous distribution of the
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fluorescence over the cell (Fig. 2c). We observed highly selective delivery of the dye into
target cells, and the level of intracellular fluorescence was significantly higher in target cells
than in non-target cells (Fig 3b,e). Furthermore the amount of cargo delivered could be
controlled by varying laser fluence to regulate PNB size (Fig. 3g). In addition, we counted
the level of the dye-positive target cells (percentage among target cells) as a function of
PNB lifetime (Fig. 3c, f) and found a high efficacy of intracellular delivery that correlated to
the PNB lifetime. Next, we measured the level of fluorescence of cargo solution as a
function of its concentration and obtained calibration curves (not shown) with which we
estimated the intracellular concentration of the injected dye (Fig. 3g, right Y axis). The
intracellular concentration of injected dye correlated with the PNB size (lifetime), and was
tunable through the size of PNB that, in turn, was controlled by the fluence of the pump
laser pulse (Fig. 3a,b). The quantity of cargo delivered was significantly higher than the
amount that can diffuse into a cell through an intact membrane over the same 30 min time
period of the experiment. This can be clearly seen by comparing the level of fluorescence in
PNB-positive and PNB-negative cells (Fig. 2c,f). Under identical PNB lifetimes adherent
cells showed double the concentration of the delivered cargo compared to suspension cells
(Fig. 3g). This can be explained by the different volumes of these cells even if the initially
delivered amount of cargo was identical (Fig. 3g). The molecular weight of the cargo
substantially influenced the intracellular concentration of the delivered cargo and hence the
fluorescence: the concentration was 10–20 times lower for large molecules (2 MDa versus
10 kDa) under identical PNB lifetimes (Fig. 3g). Such difference can be attributed to the
mechanism of the delivery that is discussed in detail below.

Viability and concentration of all cells were measured at 72 h after PNB generation and
compared to the corresponding levels obtained before PNB treatment. We used one
compound parameter defined as a relative residual viability (RRV) index (see 2.3.2), which
characterizes the relative decrease of the cell concentration due to cell lysis whilst also
incorporating the viability of the residual cells. Thus the RRV index allows us to monitor the
change in the proportion of viable cells. The viability and RRV index of target cells was
measured as function of PNB lifetime (Fig. 3c,f). Both suspension and adherent target cells
survived the generation of small PNBs. An increase of the PNB lifetime (size) caused a
slight decrease in the RRV index (suspension cells, Fig. 3c) and viability (adherent cells,
Fig. 3f). Nevertheless, even for the largest PNBs, the levels of RRV and viability were
around 80% demonstrating the low toxicity of PNBs. Therefore, with a single pulse PNB
treatment we achieved intracellular delivery that combined high efficacy, selectivity and
safety for target cells.

The delivery of the cargo into the cells was associated with a one-time generation of PNBs
(often even a single PNB was observed per cell) around intracellular clusters and showed a
very rapid increase of the intracellular fluorescence in the spots that spatially coincided with
PNBs (Fig. 2c, insert). Generation of the expanding and collapsing bubbles near cellular
membranes was earlier found to cause disruption of membrane barrier function [10, 25, 37,
38]. Based on the results obtained, we made several estimates:

1. PNB transiently perforates a membrane (Fig. 1c–e) and the cell survives such
localized disruption of the membrane. Maximal diameter of such transient non-
lethal hole can be estimated by 1 µm based on the previous studies [16, 39, 40].

2. Knowing the volume of the cell and the intracellular concentration of the delivered
cargo (Fig. 3g) we estimated the mass of delivered cargo;

3. Knowing the external concentration of the cargo and delivered mass we estimate
the delivered volume of the extracellular cargo as 3–10*10−6 nL;
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4. In the case of delivery from a single PNB of specific lifetime of 20–80 ns, the
delivery rate is estimated at 40–500 nL/s assuming that the process of the delivery
coincides with PNB in time.

5. Such a delivery rate is too high to be explained by passive diffusion caused by the
gradient concentration of the extracellular molecules through open, disrupted or
stressed membrane. Using Ficks law [41], water diffusivity and 100 nm gradient
we estimated that diffusion, even through an open hole, would deliver four orders
of magnitude fewer external molecules into the cell. Therefore, the observed
delivery effect requires active flow of extracellular liquid into the cell. Thus our
results proved the direction (inbound) and the speed (above 10 m/s) of the flow
associated with intracellular delivery.

6. Such a process can be defined as PNB-induced injection (Fig. 1e).

Emergence of the inbound transient nano-jet can be explained by asymmetrical expansion
and collapse of the PNB. A similar effect was previously observed at micro and macro-scale
for thermal and cavitation vapor bubbles [26, 27] (Fig. 1e). Our estimate of jet speed is also
in line with the data obtained for bubble-induced jets 101–2 m/s [27]. Due to the nano-size of
PNB and the brief lifetime of the jet, it is technically impossible to image the jet in the
presence of a highly fluorescent extracellular dye. For an intracellular PNB, the jet can be
pointed to the center of the bubble (i.e. inside the cell) and opposite to the membrane,
similar to cavitation-induced bubble jets [42, 43].

Hence, selective generation of small non-invasive PNBs in target cells induces a PNB-
nanojet that permits delivery of a cargo in a way that is tunable, rapid, cell type specific and
of low toxicity. This method can be easily adapted to automated systems that will provide
specific drug or gene delivery through feedback of PNB generation and size of the resulting
PNB. In the experiments described above, we detected PNBs in a real time with two
independent techniques, time-resolved scattering imaging (Fig. 2b) and scattering time-
response (Fig. 2d). In each case PNBs indicated the successful intracellular delivery of the
cargo into specific cells. Optical parameters of the PNBs correlated to the efficacy of the
injection (Fig. 3c,g). Since PNBs were simultaneously detected in individual cells, they
provided real time quantitative guidance of injection of the cargo with cell level resolution.
Furthermore, since the PNB lifetime is determined by the energy (fluence) of the excitation
laser pulse (Fig. 3a,d), by monitoring PNB signals we can dynamically control the laser
pulse fluence in order to provide the desired efficacy of injection. This possibility is
illustrated in Figs. 3b and e that show how the efficacy of the injection (shown as the level
of the fluorescence of the injected cargo) can be controlled through the fluence of the
excitation laser pulse. Therefore, the PNB method provides both real-time guidance and the
opportunity for dynamic control of the injection process through a feedback loop that relates
the detected PNB lifetime to the device that controls the fluence of the excitation laser pulse.
All PNB - related signals are very short, below 10−7 s and can be rapidly communicated (via
signal-processing software) to high-speed optical attenuators (like electro-optic shutters) for
adjusting the fluence of the laser pulses in a real time. This option, in turn, suggests the
possibility of high-speed laser treatment of the cells. Therefore, PNB injection can be
performed under real time guidance that can automatically adapt the optical fluence
excitation to variable conditions of PNB generation in heterogeneous cell systems.

3.2. Flow processing of PNB mediated nano-injection
The experimental set up employed for the above experiments cannot provide the rapid
treatment of bulk quantities of cells (108–9 cells) required for clinical therapies. We therefore
developed a high-throughput PNB-based injection, using flow technology. In this approach,
NP-pretreated heterogeneous suspension of cells are passed through an optically transparent
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cuvette and exposed to pump laser pulses (Fig. 4). The flow rate, dimensions of the cuvette
and the diameter and repetition rate of the excitation laser can be combined to provide
simultaneous exposure to a single excitation pulse of > 103 cells.

Our prototype flow system included a programmable syringe pump and optically transparent
micro-flow cuvette with a cross-section 1.0×0.4 mm and a length of 17 mm (Fig. 4). The
programmable syringe pump provide cell flow through the cuvette at 1 cm/s, a rate matched
to the laser repetition rate (40 Hz) and the diameter (1 mm) of the pulsed excitation laser
beam. This slow speed provided less sheer stress for living cells compared to commercial
flow cytometers and sorters (> 10 m/s). The broad excitation laser beam simultaneously
irradiated about 1.2*103 cells per pulse for a cell concentration of 3*106 cell/ml. This
combination of cell concentration, flow rate and laser repetition rate provide the cell
processing rate of 5*104 cell/s to be processed that was sufficient for testing the PNB
method for the efficacy and selectivity of the injection.

We prepared a suspension of HN31 (target) and NOM9 (non-target) cells that were targeted
with gold NP-Panitumumab conjugates as described above. Prior to seeding the cells, we
stained the target cells with the vital fluorescent dye Calcein Red AM that provided three
functions: identified the target cells in heterogeneous suspension, monitored their viability
and integrity (leakage) in response to PNB. After NP treatment and tripsinization of cells,
FITC-Dextran (10 kDa) was added to the suspension at 2 mg/ml as extracellular molecular
cargo. Target cells were analyzed prior to flow treatment to determine the initial
concentration of Calcein Red AM-positive cells and the level of fluorescence amplitude in
target cells (Fig. 5a, d). Then the cells were treated with PNBs in the flow system at a level
of excitation fluence that produced PNBs with an average lifetime of 91±13 ns that was
found to be safe for the target cell (Fig. 3f). The collected cells were washed to remove
external FITC-Dextran and then were analyzed for the second time by confocal laser
microscope to identify target cells and measure their viability and integrity (through Calcein
red fluorescence, Fig. 5c), to determine the efficacy and selectivity of NP targeting (through
optical scattering of NPs) and the selectivity and efficacy of the injection of extracellular
FITC-Dextran (through green FITC-specific fluorescence, Fig. 5b). FITC-specific green
fluorescence indicated the FITC-Dextran was delivered into the cells after a single pulse
flow treatment (Fig. 5b). We observed FITC-positive fluorescence in 96%±6 of Calcein Red
AM-positive cells, indicating high efficacy delivery of Dextran-FITC into target HN31 cells
that was in line with previous static experiments with the same cells, in which the efficacy of
delivery was about 98% (Fig. 2f). We also observed excellent correlation between FITC-
positive cells (green signal), target cells (red signal) and the cells with large NP clusters
(scattering signal). The mean intracellular level of FITC fluorescence in target cells
increased from 83±25 counts before treatment to 16600±2030 counts 10–20 min after the
treatment (Fig. 5 b,d), while in non-target cells the post-treatment fluorescence of FITC-
Dextran changed little, remaining at 113±23 counts (more than two orders of magnitude less
that in target cells). These data show high efficacy and high selectivity of the injection of the
Dextran cargo in flow mode.

Calcein Red-specific fluorescence was additionally used to monitor the viability and
integrity of target cells in response to the PNB treatment. The relative viability was
determined for the treated target cells by comparing the concentrations of Calcein Red-
positive cells before and after the treatment described in section 2.3.2. The concentrations of
Calcein Red-positive cells in suspension were 49% before treatment and 48% 2 h after the
PNB treatment or 96% relative viability of target cells (Fig. 5d). The cell-averaged values of
the pixel image amplitudes of Calcein Red fluorescence were then compared for untreated
target cells (Fig. 5a) and 2 h after the PNB flow treatment (Fig. 5c). The amplitude of
Calcein Red AM-specific fluorescence remained essentially unchanged (Fig. 5d). Therefore,
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target cells retained relatively high short-term viability after the flow PNB treatment and did
not lose detectable amounts of molecular content due to leakage associated with PNB-
induced disruption of cellular membranes. The observed high level of cell integrity is also in
line with the injection mechanism discussed above: the transient nature of PNB-induced
hole in the membrane, its small diameter and the presence of the inbound flow all serve to
prevent leakage of intracellular contents.

In addition to the Calcein Red-based method we used Trypan Blue exclusion with Calcein
Red-positive cells at the same time points (Fig. 5d). In this case counts were performed only
within target (i.e. Calcein Red-positive) cells and they showed levels of target cell viability
at 98% before PNB treatment and 94% 2 h after the treatment. These data are in good
agreement with the viability data obtained from Calcein Red AM fluorescence (Fig. 5d). We
therefore concluded that Trypan Blue is sufficiently accurate to assess the short-term effects
of PNB on cell viability.

This experiment demonstrated the feasibility of combining PNB-based injection of
extracellular molecular cargo with flow multi-cell treatment technology. Such combination
may significantly improve cell processing in some clinical applications such as gene
therapy, autologous bone marrow transplantation or other ex vivo treatments that may
require selective and fast treatment of as many as 109–10 cells. Maintaining the viability of
these grafts and ensuring scalability of the approach to high patient volumes, requires that all
manipulations must be performed as rapidly as possible. In addition to a sample preparation
time of 30–40 min for incubating with gold NPs, subsequent processing time should ideally
be <20 min. No existing technologies can provide such a processing rate together with a
single cell selectivity of processing. By contrast, our flow PNB technology demonstrated a
single cell type selectivity with a processing rate of about 5*104 cell/s, which can readily be
increased to 108 cell/s by employing a higher repetition rate excitation laser (up to 5 kHz)
and increasing the laser energy to increase the beam diameter and increasing the cell
concentration to 107 cell/ml.

3.3. Gene transfer into human T-cells with flow system
Delivery of gene therapy to specific cells in a mixed population will form the basis of
diverse therapies. To test the efficacy of cell targeting in complex cell mixtures of clinical
relevance we applied the PNB flow method for cell-specific delivery of a DNA plasmid
encoding a CMV promoter driving expression of enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein
(eGFP) into human T-cells surrounded by non-target cells. This experiment was intended as
proof-of-principle with the focus on the selectivity and efficacy of the delivery of molecular
cargo into specific cells in a heterogeneous cell system. Peripheral blood T cells are positive
for the marker CD3 and we mixed these cells with CD3 negative by-stander cells (PBMC)
and incubated them with 60 nm solid gold spheres conjugated to CD3 monoclonal antibody
(OKT3). Plasmid pIRII-I-eGFP was added into the mixed suspension of cells prior to flow
treatment at 50 µg/ml. Cells were exposed to a single laser pulse (70 ps, 532 nm) in the flow
cuvette, at a reduced specific fluence (20–45 mJ/cm2) that enabled the generation of small
PNBs with a size between 20 ns and 100 ns (Fig. 6a). PNBs were observed mainly in target
cells (Fig. 6b,e, Fig. 7a). The level of GFP expression was measured at 48 hr, 72 hr and 96
hr. Wide-field fluorescent images of the mixed cell suspensions before (Fig. 6g) and after 48
h of PNB treatment (Fig. 6h) indicated successful transfection, and GFP expression was
observed mainly in CD3-positive cells (up to 96% positive after a single pulse flow
treatment procedure) over the whole range of optical excitation fluences (Fig. 6c,f, Fig. 7b),
indicating high efficiency of gene transfection. Specificity of transfection is indicated by the
low rate of transfection of non-target cells (10%, Table 1). In future applications, this off
target effect may be further decreased by the use of cell type-specific promoters to drive
expression only in target cells. In addition, we observed a direct correlation between the
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PNB size (lifetime) and eGFP-specific fluorescence. Only PNB-treated cells exhibited
significant and selective increase of eGFP-specific fluorescence while the same cells treated
only with DNA plasmid or only with a laser pulse (in the absence of gold NPs) lacked any
significant increase in fluorescence (Fig. 7 d). Our interpretation was that PNBs selectively
injected plasmid DNA into CD3-positive target cells. Consistent with this assessment, when
we removed the plasmid immediately after the PNB treatment, the level of GFP
fluorescence in target cells remained the same as in the previous experiment in which the
plasmid was present in cell suspension for 72 hours. A high efficacy of gene transfer was
achieved with acceptable levels of cell viability as the RRV index measured in 72 h after the
injection of plasmid (Fig. 7c, Table 1). The decrease of that index was mainly caused by the
decrease in cell concentration.

3.4. PBNs vs other methods of molecular delivery and transfection
Current approaches use various effects of external energy, such as sono-, electro- and opto-
poration [9, 10–12] and targeted carriers [6, 44, 45]. Highest precision of the delivery was
achieved with laser methods [40] which employ several laser-induced processes: heating
[46], shockwave generation [47] and plasma formation during optical breakdown [15, 16,
26, 48]. Femtosecond laser pulse-induced optical breakdown was shown to be a very precise
tool for non-invasive injection into individual cells [16, 26, 39, 49] but cannot be applied
simultaneously to many heterogeneous cells and requires the precise positioning of the laser
beam on a target cell. Other optical methods have been applied in vivo [50, 51] but they also
required the focusing of the laser beam onto a single cell (rather than the wide field
application we show here) and thus cannot process clinical samples with many different
cells within reasonable time. Some of those methods also use laser-induced vapor bubbles
[52–55] but these are all extracellular macro-bubbles, much larger than the cell itself.
Moreover, because these bubbles are generated in extracellular space and are not associated
with specific target cells, they cannot provide any selectivity. All above physical methods of
perforating cells only allow delivery by diffusion down a concentration gradient of
molecular cargo through a restrictive opening in cellular membrane. This process is quite
slow and results in long incubation time and slow processing speed. Contrary, active inflow
of cargo via a high speed nano-jet induced by a PNB rapidly brings a volume of
extracellular cargo inside the restrictive opening in the cell membrane allowing high speed
of cell processing. When applied to mixtures of multiple cells, however, all methods cited
above cannot discriminate between target and by-stander cells in a heterogeneous population
because they all apply untargeted impacts that perforate or permeate equally the membranes
of target and non-target cells.

Gold NPs targeted to specific cells have been used as local converters of light to heat and
their photothermal effect employed to improve the selectivity of gene transfer [55].
However, the physical mechanisms of such transfer so far remain uncontrollable (partly
because of lack of real-time guidance). Furthermore, the non-threshold thermal effects of
gold NPs lack selectivity due to non-specific uptake of gold NPs by non-target cells and due
to uncontrollable thermal diffusion from heated NPs. Other NP-based approaches for
targeted gene transfection used liposomes, dendrimers or PEI (polyethyleneimine) NPs
(usually conjugated to a specific vector for active targeting) as carriers of DNA plasmids.
This improved the efficacy of gene delivery to 40–70% for actively targeted PEI-NPs [44],
up to 85% for dendrimer NPs and up to 52% for Lipotap liposomes in combination with
gold NPs for enhanced targeting. Cytotoxicity of the above NP-based methods was reduced
with viability of the target cells at 5–50% for PEI-NPs [44], 70–90% for dendrimers [44],
and 69–91% for liposome-gold NP complexes. Despite apparent improvements in the
efficacy and viability of the above NP-based methods (compared to methods based on free
extracellular solution of DNA plasmid), the selectivity of any NP-based method is
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principally limited by unavoidable non-specific uptake of NPs by non-target cells even when
active targeting is used with target-specific vectors. PNB overcomes this limitation by the
PNB-specific NP cluster-threshold mechanism of PNB generation (see also 2.2.1). Fast and
direct injection of the cargo into the cellular cytoplasm should also reduce the dependence of
the transfection efficacy of the PNB method upon many biological parameters, such
signaling and transcription factors [56] that are critical on many current methods of gene
transfection. Thus the PNB injection mechanism improves the efficacy, processing rate and
reduces the toxicity of the delivery procedure. Thus for heterogeneous mixtures of cells
requiring high selectivity of delivery, PNB provide the best combination of viability,
efficacy, selectivity and speed compared to other existing delivery technologies.

Conclusions
We developed a method and prototype of a cell processing flow system that provides fast,
cell-specific, efficient and guided intracellular delivery of molecular cargo to individual
target cells in heterogeneous cell suspensions. The mechanism of the injection employs
highly localized and transient injection effect of cell-specific plasmonic nanobubble. This
injection mechanism significantly differs from previous optical- and nanoparticle-based
methods of the delivery by providing high selectivity, speed, efficacy and viability and
represents an entirely new approach that combines active injection, cell level localized
mechanism and real time guidance. Thus PNB nano-injection has the potential to
revolutionize drug delivery and gene therapy in diverse applications.
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Figure 1.
Principle of nano-injection of extracellular molecular cargo. A: active targeting of gold NPs;
b: formation of the NP clusters through the receptor-mediated endocytosis; c: a pump laser
(green) pulse-induced generation of plasmonic nanobubble (PNB) around NP cluster; d:
formation of transient hole in cellular membrane by expanding PNB and PNB detection
through optical scattering of probe lasers by PNB (red and orange); e: PNB collapse induces
inboud jet that injects extracellular molecules into the cell.
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Figure 2.
Specificity of PNB mediated cargo delivery. CD3-positive (a–c) and -negative (e–g) cells in
suspension. Images of target (a–c) and non-target (e–g) cells: a,e: confocal bright field and
optical scattering images show NP clusters (red) in cells; b,f: time-resolved optical scattering
images show bright PNB in target cell; c,g: confocal fluorescent and bright field images
obtained after the PNB treatment show FITC-Dextran dye in target cell (the insert shows the
initial delivery localization of dye within 10 min after PNB generation). Optical scattering
time-responses show PNB-specific signal for target cell (d) and no PNB for non-target cell
(h), the PNB lifetime is measured as duration of PNB-specific signals.
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Figure 3.
Efficacy, selectivity and safety of nano-injection with PNBs: a–c: suspensions of CD3-
positive and –negative cells, d–f: culture of HN31/NOM9 adherent cells, a,d: PNB lifetime
as function of the fluence of the pump (excitation) laser pulse for target (solid) and non-
target (hollow) cells. b,e: cell-averaged pixel image amplitude of dye-specific fluorescence
(2 h after PNB treatment) as function of the pump (excitation) laser pulse fluence for target
(solid) and non-target (hollow) cells. c,f: Injection efficacy (solid symbols) and cell viability
(hollow triangles) as function of the PNB lifetime; g: estimated cell-average intracellular
concentration of the injected dye as function of the size (lifetime) of PNB and molecular
weight of dye (black – 10 kDa, red – 2 MDa): squares – CD3-positive cells, dots – HN31
cells, the fluorescent image amplitudes were adjusted for HN31 cells to match the settings
for imaging of CD3-positive cells.
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Figure 4.
Prototype of the flow PNB system. A: functional diagram; b: flow covette during laser
irradiation of the suspension of cells.
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Figure 5.
Flow PNB treatment of suspension of mixed target, HN31 (Calcein Red-stained) and non-
target (no color) cells pre-targeted with NP-Panitumumab gold conjugates and treated in the
flow PNB system in the presence of extracellular FITC-Dextran. A: Fluorescent image of
Calcein Red shows target cells before treatment; B: Fluorescent image of FITC shows the
Dextran delivered into the cells (green); C: Fluorescent image of the same cells as in B
shows Calcein Red fluorescence in target cells 2 h after the treatment with PNBs; D:
Diagram of cell parameters obtained before and after the treatment with PNBs: efficacy of
the cargo delivery is shown for target (solid green bars) and non-target (hollow green bars)
cells as cell-averaged pixel image amplitude of FITC-specific fluorescence (obtained in 10
min after the treatment); integrity of target cells is shown through cell-averaged pixel image
amplitude of Calcein Red-specific fluorescence (solid red bars); the relative viability of
target cells at 2 h after PNB treatment is shown by the concentration counts of Calcein Red-
positive cells (hollow red bars, the level of their concentration before treatment is considered
as 100%) and by counts of Trypan Blue-negative target cells (hollow blue bars).
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Figure 6.
Images of target (CD3-positive) (a–c) and non-target (CD3-negative) (d–f) cells. A,d:
confocal bright field and optical scattering images show NP clusters (red) in cells; b,e: time-
resolved optical scattering images show bright PNB in target cell; c,f: confocal fluorescent
and bright field images obtained after the PNB treatment show GFP fluorescence in target
cell after 72 h. Images of the mixture of cells (CD3-positive/CD3-negative 50:50): g: bright
field and h: GFP fluorescence after the PNB treatment (48 h).
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Figure 7.
PNB-based transfection of CD3-positive cells with plasmid DNA (pIRII-I-eGFP). A: PNB
lifetime as function of optical excitation fluence for target (solid dots) and non-target
(hollow dots) cells;b: pixel image amplitude of GFP intracellular fluorescence (measured as
cell-averaged pixel image amplitude) for target and non-target cells; c: transfection efficacy
(measured in 72 h, solid dots) and residual viability index (hollow square) among PNB-
treated target cells; d: pixel image amplitude of GFP-specific intracellular fluorescence
(measured in 72 h as cell-averaged pixel image amplitude) for target (grey bar) and non-
target (white bar) cells after various treatments, NP+DNA - plasmid alone, DNA+laser -
plasmid and laser pulses were applied but cell were not treated with NPs, DNA+PNB - PNB
injection method (laser pulse fluence 44 mJ/cm2).
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Table 1

Gene transfection with PNB injection in flow system in heterogeneous cell suspension (Plasmid DNA: pIRII-
I-eGFP, 50 µg/ml; laser treatment: 532 nm, 50 mJ/cm2))

Parameters Target cells
(CD3-positive)

Non-target cells
(CD3-negative)

PNB size (lifetime)*, ns 97±5 20±9

Efficacy as a level of transfected cells *, % 96±3 10±2

Cell viability as RRV index after 72 h *, % 75±8 86±5

*
Averaged value± Standard Error of Mean
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